SIGN BOARDS
LOCALITY / INFORMATION SIGNS

TYPICAL LOCALITY SIGN FRAME DETAIL

TYPICAL INFORMATION SIGN FRAME DETAIL

BREAK-AWAY POLE FOOTINGS

SECTION B-B

SECTION Z-Z

POLE SPACING DETAIL

FIGURE 1

POLE SPACING DETAIL

SIGN UP TO 200mm WIDE (2 POLES)

SIGN FROM 200mm TO 4300mm WIDE (3 POLES)

SIGN FROM 4300mm TO 6300mm WIDE (4 POLES)

SIGN UP TO 2300mm WIDE

SIGN FROM 2300mm TO 4300mm WIDE

SIGN FROM 4300mm TO 6300mm WIDE

POLE SPACING DETAIL

BRACKET AND CHANNEL SPACING

REFER TO NOTE 3

REFER TO NOTE 2

REFER TO NOTE 4

TYPICAL INFORMATION SIGN FRAME DETAIL

TYPICAL LOCALITY SIGN FRAME DETAIL

BREAK-AWAY POLE FOOTINGS

SECTION B-B

SECTION Z-Z

SIGN UP TO 200mm WIDE (2 POLES)

SIGN FROM 200mm TO 4300mm WIDE (3 POLES)

SIGN FROM 4300mm TO 6300mm WIDE (4 POLES)

BREAK-AWAY POLE FOOTINGS

SECTION B-B

SECTION Z-Z

SIGN UP TO 200mm WIDE (2 POLES)

SIGN FROM 200mm TO 4300mm WIDE (3 POLES)

SIGN FROM 4300mm TO 6300mm WIDE (4 POLES)